Recovery
Unilateral Spatial Neglect (USN) is a multifarious syndrome (Cubelli, 2017) , aspects of which could be long lasting either as poor performance on individual diagnostic tests (Farn e et al., 2004) , in subclinical forms (Colombo et al., 1982) or as a marked preference for the ipsilesional side even in the absence of overt omissions (Mattingley, et al., 1994) . The assessment of USN, both when first diagnosed and in the follow-ups, is carried out by means of standard tests. However, these tests are not equipoise in detecting USN (Halligan et al., 1989) ; they can present double dissociations (Halligan and Marshall, 1992) and can be differentially sensitive to compensation strategies (Campbell and Oxbury, 1976) . Therefore, it is widely assumed that the more tests are used, the higher is the probability of detecting signs of initial or residual USN (Azouvi et al., 2006) . Nevertheless, we have observed a dissociation between normal performance on all formal tests of a very large battery and clear signs of USN in everyday tasks and actions. Table 1 summarises the performance on USN tests of 10 patients showing such dissociation. They were followed up longitudinally and all underwent a rehabilitation programme. They were all tested with a comprehensive battery encompassing 22 classic USN tests (18 assessing extrapersonal and 4 personal USN), including the CBS Scale described as "probably, to date, the most widely used behavioural assessment instrument for unilateral neglect. It has been found to be reliable, valid, and sensitive to changes during rehabilitation. It also enables the assessment of awareness of the consequences of unilateral neglect in daily life skills." (Azouvi, 2017) . In the last assessment, the participants were also tested with the Raven Coloured Progressive Matrices (RCPM), a test geared at investigating general intelligence and visuospatial problem solving (Basso, Capitani, & Laiacona, 1987) , found to be sensitive to USN (Colombo, De Renzi, & Faglioni, 1976) , and a Dual Task (DT) condition using stimuli from the Attention Process Training (APT) (Sohlberg & Mateer, 1987) . The diagnosis of USN required the detection of USN signs in at least one of the 22 tests, independently of its severity. The complete list of tests is given in the Supplementary Material. Some patients performed normally on all diagnostic tests when first assessed; they all performed normally in the last assessment. This notwithstanding, they all presented with evident signs of USN in everyday tasks as spontaneously revealed by their carers, either professionals, like occupational therapists, or relatives, or both (Table 1) . Patients 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 initially had extrapersonal USN. Patient 6 showed everyday signs of personal USN, never evinced with the standard tests. Patient 7 initially had personal USN, recovered with time, yet she showed USN in everyday tasks. Patient 8 never performed pathologically in any of the USN formal tests, yet she showed apparent signs of both extrapersonal and
